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SYNCHROTRON RADIATION. AND 3IOMEDICAL IMAGING* ?_

Alfredo Luccio

Brookhaven National Laboratory
National Synchrotron Light Source

Upton, NY 11786
USA

^:^i^_U_-^ 1....H1: ABSTRACT

In this lecture we describe the characteristics of
Synchrotron Radiation as a source of X rays. We
discuss the properties of SR arc sources, wigglers,
undulators and the use of backscattering of laser
light. Applications to angiography, X ray micro-
scopy and tomography are reviewed.

1. .INTRODUCTION

The use of X rays for Biomedical Imaging is old. Great progress
has been made in the science of detectors and of image processing, but
the source of radiation has always been, until recent times, the
Roentgen X ray tube.

The new source, which will be the subject of this lecture, is
Synchrotron Radiation (SR). X and y rays SR have very important
properties, which make them capable to change in the near future the
whole field of imaging, opening new possibilities.

We will describe SR in a very broad sense, as the radiation
produced in the interaction of a relativistic beam of electrons and
electromagnetic fields in free space. In contrast, the Roentgen tube
makes use of the physical process of bremsstrahlung and atomic radiation
produced by electrons interacting with a target of condensed matter.

Synchrotron Radiation emitted by electrons in motion along a
circular orbit was considered a nuisance in early accelerators, posing
an upper practical limit to the energy which could be imparted to the
electrons. In more recent times, the very interesting properties of
this radiation were appreciated, and in the past decade machines
dedicated to the production of SR have been built. Before even
listing existing and proposed facilities worldwide, let us review some

*) Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.



of the physical principles on which the theory of SR is based.

2. PROPERTIES OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

2.1—Arc Sources

An electron -for the matter, any charged particle- moving with
non zero acceleration must radiate. For example, an electron oscilla-
ting along a straight segment radiates the well known pattern of radio
waves from a linear antenna, with cylindrical symmetry around that
line. The motion of an electron along a circular path, like an orbit
in a cyclic accelerator, is seen by a far observer lying on the orbit
plane as oscillatory. He would expect to see the pattern of antenna
radiation.

If the electrons are very energetic, their velocity being close
to the speed of light, the symmetric antenna field appears changed in
the frame of the observer, the laboratory frame. Lorentz transforma-
tions make all angles collapse forward in the direction of motion of
the electrons. In the laboratory, the radiation appears strongly
peaked forward along a tangent to the circular orbit (Fig. 1) and
sensibly contained within a cone of half-aperture 1/Y, where y is the
electron kinetic energy measured in units of the electron rest mass
energy mcr (- 0.511 MeV).

Fig. 1. Pattern of the radiation emitted by an electron at S
moving along a circular orbit with relativistic velocity.



With reference to Fig. 1, an observer in V sees the time structure
of the radiation emitted by S as shown in Fig. 2: a series of pulses of
duration T separated by intervals of duration T .
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Fig. 2. Time structure of the radiation emitted by an electron
moving along a circular orbit, as seen by an observer in the
laboratory.

It can be shown easily that

(1)

where p is the istantaneous radius of curvature of the orbit (generally
much smaller than the average radius of the accelerator), and 6c the
velocity of the electron, with c the speed of light. Let us also
recall the relationship between y and B

• l -
(2)

The spectrum of the synchrotron radiation emitted by an electron
in circular motion can be obtained by Fourier transform of the structure
of Fig. 2 from the time domain to the frequency domain. The amplitudes
of the various frequencies are given by the Fourier coefficients
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of decreasing value up to a critical frequency (first zero)

0

proportional to the cube of the energy of the electron.

In practice, the synchrotron radiation spectrum is a continuum
which extend to very long wavelengths and drops rapidly for frequencies
above u .

Many electrons moving together along the circular orbit (electron
bunch) emit synchrotron light in the same direction, incoherently. The
total power emitted and detected at V is just the sum of the power
emitted by a single electron. This power is found to be proportional
to the 4-th power of the electron energy (Larmorl

P - 6«10~9i!l! watt (5)
P

where I is the electron beam current, in ampere.

The time structure of the light incoherently emitted hy all
electrons in a bunch is obtained by the sum of the structure of Fig. 2
repeated many times with the proper delay for the contributions- of
individual electrons. If t, is the length of a bunch, it is in this
case

In pratical case, the length of an electron bunch, in a cyclic
accelerator is of the order of a few cm.

SR from a high energy machine, typically an electron storage ring
is highly praised for its brightness, defined as

(7)

where a , a are the half-dimensions, in transverse direction, of the
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source -electron beam transverse dimensions- and a ,,
angles of emission. These angles, in a real machine, risult by the
convolution of the angle of emission of the radiation 1/y and the angle
of divergence of the electrons in the beam.

,''• In a modern electron storage ring the transverse dimensions of
the electron beam are a small fraction of a mm and th.e electron angles
do not exceed 1/y. These small values, combined with the high, power,
make a SR source comparable in brightness with lasers. Lasers are
indeed highly coherent, but a SR has a continuous spectrum, which
allows users to select any desired wavelength..

Let us now take as an example The National Synchrotron Light
Source at Brookhaven (BNL-NSLS). This is a facility dedicated to the
production of SR for applications, and consists of two electron storage
rings (Figs. 3 and 4>. The VUV (Visible-ultraviolet), ring is a 0.75 GeV
machine, The XUV QC ray-ultravioletl is a 2.5 GeV ring.

Fig. 3. The "White Castle" where the National Synchrotron Light
source is located, in Brookhaven.
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Fig. 4. The National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven.
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As Fig. 4 shows, each ring is composed by a symmetrical sequence
of bending magnets, where the orbit is circular with curvature 1/p, and
straight sections. Parameters of the VUV ring are given in Table I.a.
With these data and Eqs. (1), (4) and (5), one obtains the results shown
in-Table I.b.

Table I

a) Parameters of the 0.75 GeV VUV-ring at NSLS

Ring circumference 51 m
Radius of curvature in bending dipoles
Operational energy / me2

b)

Beam current

SR radiation from arc sources in the VUV

1.9 m
1468
1 A

2 Wee
6cy3/p

kv.
6.10"9

39.8 nsec

4.99 1017 sec"1

3.78 nm

328 eV

14.65 KW,
for the entire spectrum
and circumference

Spectra of SR produced by both NSLS machines are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Synchrotron radiation spectra for the NSLS rings.



In the figure, instead of SR power, the photon flux is plotted
per milliradian of horizontal angle and per 1 % of spectral resolution
around each frequency. This is consistent with the use of a collima-
ting slit in each beam line and of a monochromator to select a slice of
the-spectrum.

The busy appearance of the VUV ring with tangential beam lines
and experimental stations is shown in Fig. 6.

The 2.5 GeV X-ray ring is similar in structure to the VUV. Since
it is enclosed in an annular concrete vault, as Fig. 4 shows, is not a
good subject for a photograph.

Some synchrotron radiation facilities, similar to NSLS, are in
operation, and some more are in construction or being proposed world-
wide. Table II shows a census of such facilities2). Many are dedica-
ted only to the production of SR; a few share their time between
particle physics experiments and SR.

Table II shows that Developing Countries are fast joining the
pool, because of the high coefficient of utilization of a SR machine
in terms of experiments per money unit spent in the construction and
operation of the machine.

Fig. 6. The experimental floor of the NSLS VUV storage ring.



Table :

Worlwide census of synchrotron i

• Location

CHINA
Beijing
Hefei

ENGLAND
Daresbury

FRANCE
Grenoble
Orsay

GERMANY
Berlin (W)
Hamburg

INDIA
Indore

ITALY
Frascati
Trieste

JAPAN
Tsukuba

Tokio
Okasaki

SWEDEN
Lund

USA
Gaithersburg,
Berkeley, CA
Chicago, IL
Ithaca, NY
Stanford, CA
Stoughton, WI

Upton, NY

USSR
Karkhov
Moscow
Novosibirsk

£1

radiation
Storage rings

Ring (Lab)

BEPC(IHEP)
HESYRL(USTC)

SRS

ESRF
ACO (LURE)
DCI (LURE)
SuperACO (LURE)

BESSY
DORIS (DESY)

ADONE
(AFRODITE)

Energy

0.2-2.8
0.8

2.0

5.0
0.54
1.8
0.8

0.8
5.5

1-2.5

1.5
1-2

PhotonFactpry(KEK) 2.5
Accumulator(KEK)
TRISTAN (KEK)
TERAS (ETL)
SOR (ISSP)
UVSOR (IMS)

Max

MD SURF (NBS)
(LBL)
(ARGONNE)
CESR (CHESS)
SPEAR (SSRL)
Tantalus (PSL)
Aladdin (PSL)
NSLS-VUV (BNL)
NSLS-X (BNL)

N-100 (KPI)
Kurchatov
VEPP-2M (INP)
VEPP-3 (INP)
VEPP-4 (INP)

6-8
30
0.6
0.4
0.6

0.55

0.28
1-2
6.0
5.5-8
4.0
0.24
1.0
0.75
2.5

0.1
0.45
0.7 -
2.2
5-7

facilities25.

(GeV) Notes

Constr,
Constr,

Oper ,

Design,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Constr,

Oper ,
Oper ,

Design,

Oper ,
Design,

Oper ,
Constr,
Constr,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Constr,

Constr,

Oper ,
Design,
Design,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Oper ,

Oper ,
Constr,
Oper ,
Oper ,
Oper ,

Shared
Dedic

Dedic

Dedic
Dedic
Shared
Dedic

Dedic
Shared

Dedic

Shared
Dedic

Dedic
Shared
Shared
Dedic
Dedic
Dedic

Dedic

Dedic
Dedic
Dedic
Shared
Shared
Dedic
Dedic
Dedic
Dedic

Dedic
Dedic
Shared
Shared
Shared



2.2 Higglers and Undulators.

It is possible to increase the power emitted by a SR storage ring
and to produce spectra with cut-off at higher frequencies, with the use
of-a wiggler magnet inserted in one of the straight sections of the
machine.

A wiggler magnet consists of a linear sequence of magnetic dipoles
producing a (generally) vertical field with opposite polarity from a
dipole to the next. In this device the electrons move^along a waving
trajectory, emitting light at each, bend (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Trajectory of an electronin a wiggler magnet.

Since the magnetic field of a wiggler can be made substantially
higher than in one of the dipoles of the storage ring, the radius of
curvature of the trajectory, for a given electron energy, can be local-
ly smaller, and both u and P increase (see Eqs. 4 and 5). Fig. 5
shows the spectrum of a superconducting 6 tesla wiggler inserted in
one of the straight sections of the. NSLS 2.5 GeV ring-^.For comparison,
the field in the dipoles of the same ring is 1.2 tesla.

Fig. 8 shows a vertical section of this 6 T wiggler (the magnetic
pole assembly, removed from cryostat). Fig. 9 is a photograph of the



actual magnet, partially disassembled. The beam pipe bore, elliptical
in shape, is visible.
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Fig. 8. Vertical section of the NSLS 7-pole 6 tesla super-
conducting wiggler.

Fig. 9. NSLS 6 tesla wiggler, partly disassembled.



The 6 T wiggler is a 5 + 2k pole structure with low carbon steel
poles and joke and Niobium-Titanium windings. The magnet operates in
a cryostat with liquid Helium at 4°K. The peak field of 6 tesla on the
median plane is achieved with a 265 A current in the coils. The shape
of-half wiggler magnetic field along the magnet axis is shown in Fig. 10.

IU

Fig. 10. Field (tesla) of the NSLS 6-tesla wiggler, along
magnet axis.

The time structure of the radiation emitted by an electron travel-
ling inside a wiggler is still represented by the diagram of Fig. 2,
since the electrons emit towards a far observer located on the axis of
the magnet when they are near the maxima of their oscillations (see
Fig. 7>. The spectrum of a wiggler is a continuum, like in an arc
source: a wiggler is therefore sometimes called a wavelength shifter.

If we now decrease steadily the field in the wiggler, keeping
the energy of the electrons constant, the radial amplitude of the
trajectory oscillations decrease and with it we observe a change in the
structure of the radiation pattern and spectrum. A far observer sees
now small amplitude oscillations and trajectory angles of the order or
smaller of the natural, 1/y, angle of emission of the synchrotron
radiation. The electrons emit now at each instant of time radiation
towards the observer, who does not see light in short pulses anymore,
but continuously during the entire time spent by the electrons in the
magnet.

A Fourier transform to the frequency domain of a time pattern
which approaches more and more a sinusoiti, as the magnetic field is
decreased, leads to a spectrum consisting of lines: a fundamental fre-
quency and its harmonics.



A low field wiggler is called an undulator. The undulator regime
is conveniently described by Introducing a parameter K, proportional
to the product of the magnet r.m.s. field on axis 8̂ _.. an<* t^e aiagnet

C )p g ^
period X Cdistance between consecutive poles of the same name).

K - 0.66 8 X (8)
Jun& o

with 8 in tesla and X in cm.

It can be shown that the angle of the electron trajectory with the
axis 4)

e - * . (9)

Hence the wiggler regime, with continuous spectrum is characterized by
K .GT. 1 and the undulator, with line spectrum, by K ,LE. 1.

The frequency of the undulator spectral lines can be calculated
hy Lorentz transform and Doppler shift the frequency of oscillations
of the electrons In their frame of reference, moving In the laboratory
frame with, the average longitudinal velocity of the electrons. Both
transformations of the longitudinal position of the. electrons Z, and
of the time £ bring In a factor y. Another y Is owed to the transfor-
mation of the frequency of oscillation of the electrons, leading to
the following result for the value of the frequency of the fe-th
harmonic, In a direction of observation at angle 9 with the axis

with (oo - 2uc/X0 . It is apparent from Eq. CIO) that a fine tuning of
the frequency of a spectral line of an undulator is achieved hy varying
K, i.e. the undulator magnetic field. Larger variations are obtained
by changing the energy of the electrons y, but this is not generally
practical since a storage ring for SR production has many customers
working at the same, time, and any change in the machine parameters
would affect everybody.

The linewidth of undulator spectral lines can be calculated by
Fourier transform of a light train as long as the undulator. It is
easy to find that the width of the k harmonic line has a width

cm



where Wo is the number of periods in the undulator. Eq. (11) shows
that high temporal coherence and narrow lines are obtained with a large
number undulator periods.

The radiation from an undulator has also a good degree of spatial
coherence. At the frequencies given by Eq. (10) the radiation emitted
by an electron in each period differs in phase by an integer number of
2ir with the radiation emitted in every other period -it can be shown
that Eq. (10) represents also the condition for the electrons to slip
by an integer number of wavelengths per undulator period respect to the
electromagnetic wave- and this produces an enhancement by interference
of the light comprised in a cone smaller than the natural cone, i.e.
for each harmonic, inside an angle

J. 1 + K2 _ \ (12)
h, and y ZUok * I

The power density on axis is also proportional to the square of
the number of undulator periods

jig. <>2c Y 2 N 0
2

4ir

per unit frequency and unit solid angle. G is a geometrical form
factor and £ a spectral lineshape function.

The total power emitted by a current of electrons I is proportio-
nal to the length of the undulator L and to the square of the undulator
r.in.s. field

Pu - 3.3 10"
4 L I 8 ^ watt (14)

Eq. (14) can be rewritten in many ways. The proportionality with
the square of the number of undulator periods would never show in the
total power expression, since it is due to a coherence effect and true
only on axis.

Undulators with short period Xo and large number of poles No are
often built using permanent magnets. Fig. 11 shows a 65 mm period,
38 periods undulator with permanent magnets built for the NSLS^'. Fig.
12 shows the undulator installed in on of the straight sections of the
VUV ring. Central field and K values for this device are shown in
Fig. 13. In permanent magnet undulators the variation of field needed
for frequency tuning is obtained by changing mechanically the magnetic
gap.



Fig. 11. A 38 periods permanent magnet undulator built for
the NSLS. The gap is mechanically variable.

Fig. 12. The undulator of Fig. 11 installed on the VUV ring.



2.3

Fig. 13. Peak field and K values vs. magnetic gap for the
NSLS VUV 38 pole permanent magnet undulator.

Backscattering

In the electron rest frame an undulator is seen as an incoming
magnetic field pattern. Due to Relativity, in this frame an electric
field appears, besides the magnetic field. The undulator behaves then
as an incoming pseudo-electromagnetic wave travelling at a velocity 6c
slightly smaller than the velocity of light c.

In place of the undulator we can use a real electromagnetic wave,
say a laser beam, counterstreaming against the electrons and the basic
mechanism of production of undulator radiation should not change. The
real technical difficulty resides in obtaining an intense enough field
in the wave to induce the emission of a decent photon flux. In all
practical cases a very high power laser is needed.

The fundamental wavelength of the radiation is, in the present

case

(15)



similar to Eqi (10), with the important difference that a "4" and not a
"2" appears in the numerator -caused by this being a real and not a
pseudo electromagnetic wave. K also does not appear in Eq. (15) because
the magnetic field of a laser and its wavelength combined produce a
very small K value.

The process can be seen, and has been studied, as Thomson scatte-
ring of a laser wave by an electron beam. In the electron frame, the
scattering produces a wave of the same frequency -slightly lower because
of the Compton effect- of the incoming wave, but this radiation is
upconverted to higher frequencies, according to Eq. (15),in the labora-
tory frame.

Schematically, the process is represented in Tig. 14. The scatte-
red photons pick up some of the energy of the electrons they are
colliding with, and are projected forward in the direction of the
electron motion, within a cone of semi-aperture 1/y (!)•

= P + k

Fig.14. A laser wave of momentum fe is scattered by an electron
of momentum p ,--Photon and electron of momenta fe, and

ddp. are produced.



. The energy spectrum of the backscattered photons is shown in Fig.
15. Photons with the highest energy are directed along the electron
motion (9a - 0 in Fig. 14).

hufoj

Fig. 15. Energy spectrum of the photons obtained by back-
scattering of laser light on an electron beam.

Using a range of existing lasers and moderate energy electron
accelerators, photons with energies ranging from the X rays to the
Y rays can be produced by backscattsring. Some examples are given in
Table III.

Table III

Radiation produced by laser backscattering

laser

CO

Nd-Yag

kr-ion

X
o

10.6 ym

1.06 ym

0,48 urn

0.35 vm

y

5000
1500
250
1500
560
1500
1500

feu
11.7
1.05
30
105
U.7
23.2

1

MeV
MeV
KeV
KeV
KeV
MeV
MeV



The examples in Table III have been calculated for 6 - 0.

Fig, 15 shows that in backscattering, as is the case with undu-
lator radiation, there is a well definite dependence of the energy of
the_produced photons and the angle of observation. Therefore, by
selecting with a collimator a small angle A8, a quasi monochromatic
X ray or y ray beam is obtained. The ultimate energy resolution is
determined by the intrinsic energy resolution of the electron beam
<SY/Y° It is in general for the energy linewidth of the scattered
radiation

1 + Y
2 929 2

U6)

Eq. (15) shows that it is easy to change the energy of the X or y
rays by changing the energy of the electrons, for a given primary
laser.

Backscattering yield has a pronounced peak forward. The cross
section of the process vs. outcoming angle is shown in Fig. 16, in
units of the Thomson cross section a . The figure gives the integral
c.s.; it shows e.g. that half of the photons are contained in a cone
of half-aperture y9 • 1. The number of photons produced in a solid
angle An is proportional to the length of the interaction region fa, the
power W of the primary laser, the beam current I, and inversely propor-
tional to the geometrical cross sectional area of both beams £.

„ (sec-i) . V m f av
ire

As Eq. (17; shows, a high photon flux is obtained with large W
and 1 and small 2.•

Since the power of a laser is higher inside the laser optical ca-
vity than in the external beam, it is more efficient to perform the
scattering inside the cavity. This means to redesign the optical
laser resonator and place both mirrors at the ends of the interaction
region. To further increase the power, one would pulse the laser,
synchronizing its pulses with electron beam bunches.

The geometrical cross section Z appearing in Eq. (17) results
from the convolution product of the cross section of laser and electron
beams. Laser beam cross section is small if the laser is operated near
the diffraction limit and is properly focused on the scattering region.
Accelerators which produce high current beams of small cross section
are the electron storage rings.

Backscattering of laser light to produce high energy photons for
Nuclear Physics experiments, with the intra-cavity arrangement descri-
bed, was pioneered at Frascati^).
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Fig. 16. Integral cross section vs. angle for backscattering.

Combining a high power laser and a storage ring nay lead to the
geometry shown in Fig. 17.

lasing medium X-rays

Fig. 17. Intra-cavity backscattering in a small storage ring.



X or y rays produced with the arrangement of Fig. 17 emerge through
the output mirror -which also filters off low energies- or, by tilting
slightly the electron beam in the straight section, propagate by just
missing the mirror.

— — . A major advantage of the backscattered source is that the beam
of high energy photons can be steered and guided to a given spot, by
simply steering the path of the electron beam. Electron steering is
in turn accomplished in a short time with the use of suitable magnets
(wobbler). Steering of X rays will allow one to scan a line or a
surface along a predetermined pattern, opening many interesting
possibilities, as it will discussed below'').

In the backscattering, the original polarization of the laser is
preserved, hence the X rays are polarized. Also synchrotron radiation
is polarized, but the direction of polarization cannot be varied in an
easy way^), as in the present case. The use of polarized X rays for
elemental analysis presents many interesting possibilities.

'. Backscattered y rays may have also biomedical applications. Pre-
liminary experiments have been conducted at Brookhaven to produce radia-
tion in the 20 - 30 MeV range, using an Argon.ion laser and the VUV
storage ring9). Results are 3hown in Fig. 18. The effect of
turning the laser on is shown by the appearance of backscattered
photons on the background of gas bremsstrahlung photons.

The laser was operating CW at 1 watt in the ultraviolet, and no
effort was spent to pulse the laser in order to improve the yield.
Main purpose of this "quick" and dirty" experiment was to study the
problems of finding and- hitting head-on the electron beam with the
laser.

3. APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

3.1 Arc and Wiggler/Undulator Synchrotron Radiation.

3.1.1 Angiography

. Digital subtractive angiography experiments have been performed
using X rays produced by a wiggler in a storage ring. We will describe
some of the preliminary work done by E. Rubenstein and Collaborators*^
at the storage ring SPEAR at Stanford, which will be continued at the
more bright NSLS, using the 6 tesla wiggler described earlier in this
paper inserted in the 2.5 GeV X-ray ring.

The basic technique is to inject Iodine in the coronary arteries
and to expose the sample to X rays tuned above and below the absorption
K-edge of I. Digital subtraction of the two images greatly enhances
the contrast and shows clearly the pattern of the arteries.

For the success of the experiment, the switch between the two
X ray energies has to be done as fast as possible and also the total
exposure must be short vs. some characteristic biological time, for
experiments in vivc, not to allow the object to move. This in turn
requires the high photon flux that a wiggler in a storage ring can
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Fig. 18. Preliminary backscattering experiment of laser
light (A-ion laser) by the 0.75 GeV electron beam

. of the VUV ring at BNL. The background is du3 to
gas bremsstrahlung in the straight section of the ring.

produce. The flux at SSRL was between 2 109 and 2 1010 photons/sec/mm2

at 33 KeV photon energy, after the energy selection system, on a spot
of 0.5 (v) x 20 (h) ram2.

The switching between energies was done by using an oscillating
split crystal monochromator (Fig. 19) or a rotating drum arrangement,
which allows two different portions of the wiggler radiation to pass
to the object (Fig. 20). The two different beams contain the two
energies, above and below the K-edge, obtained by means of curved
crystals, which also produce focusing of the X rays.

With this method an horizontal line is imaged at once, and a
complete two-dimensional image of the object under examination can be
made by moving the object vertically, relative to the stationary beam
and a stationary detector, and recording pairs of one-diaensional
images at each adjacent vertical position.
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Fig. 19. Line-scan K-edge imaging system using an oscillating
channel-cut crystal monochromator ' .
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Si(III
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Fig. 20. Line-scan K-edge imaging system using two curved
crystals and a fast rotating switching drum.

With the use of the drum, a maximum scanning rate of 2 ms per
image line was achieved. The line itself could be extended to 15.5 cm
at SSRL, at 35 m distance from the source. A total sample time on the
whole image of 2 sec was standard at SSRL, for human subject at the
NSLS the total projected exposure is 1.5 sec, with vertical movement of
the patient chair with a speed of 10 cm/sec. Typical spatial resolution
in these experiments is of 0.5 mm.

The detector system and data processing are important element of
a line-scan K-edge imaging system. For the described experiment a Li
drifted Silicon detector linear array with 300 regions 0.4 mm in dimen-
sion and 0.5 mm spacing was built at Berkeley. For image processing
and digital subtraction, line frequency synchronization was the



successful method used to suppress image noise.

Fig. 21 a, b, c, shows the images of an excised pig heart: above
the K-edge, below the edge, subtraction image respectively.

'• A comparison between conventional arterial angiography and
digital subtracted angiography with SR can be done on the basis of the
relative advantages and disadvantages, as shown in Table IV.

Table IV 11J

Comparison between conventional ans SR angiography.

a) Conventional
Advantages: High resolution image, hospital facilities.
Disadvantages (arterial catheterization):

Diseased vessels - embolism or puncture,
High pressure system - hemorrage,
Left side - stroke -heart attack,
High Iodine concentration - ventricular fibrillation,
Low X ray intensity/broad band - motion artifacts,
Radiation dose - 15 to 40 rad.

Implications: Hospitalization/high cost,
Morbidity - 2%,
Mortality - 0.1 Z,
Acute phase diagnosis.

b) Synchrotron radiation
Advantages (venous catheterizacion) :

Large vessels/low pressure - few emboli, no hemorrage,
Right side - stroke or MI risk reduced,
Low I concentration - ventr. fibrillation risk low,
Rapid imaging line scan - few motional artifacts,
Outpatient - low cost
Radiation dose - less than or equiv. to conventional
Possible screening of asymptomatic population.

Disadvantages : Limited resolution, ventricular overlay of
arteries, large dedicated machine.

Implications : R&D required

3.1.2 X Ray Microscopy

It is very desirable to have a soft X ray microscope for studies
of biological samples, because the high resolution that X rays will
allow compared with optical wavelengths represent a further step in
microscopy and also because the interaction of soft X rays with matter
depends on both wavelength and atomic number, and this in turn provides
a contrast mechanism, due to sensitivity to elemental constituents.

Various methods have been proposed and implemented in order to
form a small X ray spot on a sample and scan it, either by moving the
spot or the sample (scanning X ray microscope). In one of the forms
used with SR sources, the focusing element is a Fresnel zone plate, an
arrangement of alternate opaque and transparent rings whose boundaries
are given by



Fig. 21. Example of Digital Subtractive Angiography with
Synchrotron Radiation1^1) .
Images of an Excised pig heart: a) above Iodine
K-edge, b) below edge, c) subtraction.
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with' f the desired focal length.

A Fresnel zone plate is essentially a circular diffraction gra-
ting, produced by holographic mathods or electron beam lithography.
This latter method was used by IBM to fabricate the Fresnel zone plate
used in the Stony Brook microscope used at NSLS^). Fig. 22 shows
this plate: a plated Gold pattern on a Silicon Nitrite window. The
plate is 90 pm in diameter, has 50 zones, and the window is 1200 A U.
thick.

In the Stony Brook - NSLS experiment, SR is being employed from
an arc source of the VUV ring, made monochromatic around 32 A.U. with
a toroidal grating monochromator and collimated through a pinhole
aperture (30 um) , yielding typically 107 photons./sec. The zone plate
(Fig. 23.) forms an image of this source at 5 mm distance with a 0.3 yra
resolution.

The use of an undulator tuned to the wavelength of interest would
allow shorter exposure times because of the much higher photon flux
through a collimating pinhole. Undulators open also the very exciting
possibility to perform three dimensional microscopy, either by hologra-
phy or by diffraction,- with methods similar to the X ray crystallogra-
phy.

INNER ZONES OUTER ZONES

111I

3000 A 1500 A

Fig. 22. 50-zone Fresnel plate. Gold on Si Nitrite13)
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Fig. 23. Zone plate with colllmator.

To perform X ray holography, a source of coherent radiation is
needed. Since light emitted by a source which is sufficiently small
in phase space

xx'yy' (.2.44X)2 U9J

can be considered coherent, the high brightness of SR allows one to
have a very small (pinhole) coherent source of reasonably high photon
flux. The undulators would increase this flux even further^'. The
intrinsic coherence of undulator radiation makes it conceivable to
deposit a Fresnel zone plate on a surface of constant.optical phase.

.Coherent soft X rays can also be produced by backscattering, if
the electron beam is density modulated as to become equivalent to a
moving diffraction grating^'.



3.1.3 Tomography,~'-:-' "•

CAT scan is possible with SR for 3-dimensional diagnostic radio-
logy, using X rays from an arc source or from an undulator. Preliminary
work, at NSLS (X ray ring) gave promising images of small biological

-.objects (caterpillar head)16'.

In the present experiment, the photon flux after a 10 pa slit and
a thin Zinc filter was 2 lO1* photons/pixel. An entire picture took
about 50 minutes to complete. The present spatial resolution was
30 \m, no problems are foreseen to push it below 10 \m. As a detector,
a single channel analyzer and a scintillator were used to cut off the .
high energy part of the spectrum. One of the main problem was to obtain
a rotation plane of the specimen strictly coincident with the plane of
the SR.

3.2 Backseattering. .

The use of X rays and y rays obtained by backscattering of laser .
light by an electron beam, for biomedical imaging, has been proposed''
but not yet implemented.

What makes this method of production expecially interesting is
that the radiation is monochromatic, polarized and steerable. As
pointed earlier, both energy of the photons and polarization state can
be varied fast over a wide range. This, combined with the possibility
to move the beam around, suggests the possibility of a scanning device
that could be used for imaging and elemental analysis in biological
samples or living organisms.

In the case of X rays, the relatively low electron energy needed
(Table III), suggests the use of a very compact (table top) storage
ring. To obtain the same photon energy with arc sources or undulators,
a very large storage ring, available only in large laboratories, would
be necessary.

A possible use of a backscattered X ray source for imaging which
would make use of the scanning capability, could work in the following
way: the X ray beam is moved across the sample, scanning a line at a
time and then an array of lines in 2 dimensions. A two-dimensional
mosaic detector is placed behind the object under examination and data
generated by the element hit by the center of the scanning beam are
recorded. Scanning time for a complete sample should be as short as
possible. The well determined energy-angle relationship in the back-
scattered radiation can help in reducing the scanning time, if the
whole radiation cone (no collimator) is used.

In cone geometry, other energies, at different angles, are contai-
ned in the beam, then information relative at other energies can be
read at the same time in other elements and stored for processing.
Suppose that the maximum beam energy is chosen just above a K-edge of
some element of interest, then another portion of the beam is below the
edge, and data above and below the edge will be taken contemporarily.
Clearly, this requires a considerable computer power behind.



Let us now work out a numerical example of generation of X rays
for radiographic imaging, using Eqs. (15) to (17).

A Carbon-Dioxide laser combined with a 130 MeV storage ring pro-
duces 30 KeV X rays, as shown in Table III. A 2% energy resolution is
obtained in a cone of solid angle Aft » A 10~8 sterad. We want to scan
a 100 x 100 mm2 with 100 x 100 pixels of 1 mm2. In each point we want
lO1* photons necessary for a 1% resolution. The complete scan, at a
given energy near 30 KeV, should be completed in, say, 100 msec. This
determines the needed photon flux to be of the order of 109 per sec.

Consider a table top storage ring with a circumference of 6 m and
straight sections of 2 m (Fig. 17). Let the average current in this
ring be 500 mA, and the beam current structure of a 1 nsec long bunch
repeating itself every 20 nsec (one per turn). Take a large, 10 Kwatt
laser and pulse it in synchronism with the electron beam. The resulting
flux in the solid angle considered is about 1 to 2 109 X rays/sec.

The cone operation mode allows one to perform the complete scan
just described at two energies at least. One could use only the center
of the beam, where the photon energy is the highest, and change energy
after each line, repeating the line. This collimated beam mode is
conceptually simpler, but takes a twice longer time.

While thinking of possible operation procedures for an X ray
backscattered source, one should bear in mind that the characteristics
of the source are so different than ordinary X ray tubes, that probably
it doesn't make much sense to considered the former a real competitor
of the latter. An ordinary chest X ray is best done with a conventio-
nal tube, while in all those case where it is interesting to scan a
small area with high resolution-and minimum exposure dose, the back-
scattered source could do better.

Another possibility of use of a backscattered source is to per-
form three dimensional Compton scattering studies, by surrounding the
object to be studied with space and energy sensitive mosaic detectors.
Since the energy and direction of the incoming photons can ba determi-
ned with high accuracy, the detection of a Compton produced photon in
the sample, with measurement of its energy and direction, will tell us
where the photon was produced, and will allow to reconstruct the shape
of the scattering structure.

Finally, the use of polarized X rays for elemental analysis is
being studied*7). Ordinarily, polarized X rays are obtained by scatte-
ring, with very low yield. Synchrotron radiation is polarized, however
one can change the direction of polarization only by sampling light
from different portions of the radiation pattern. Backscattering pro-
vides an easy way to change the polarization, i.e. by changing the
polarization of the incoming laser.

Backscattering at higher energies produces y rays. The technique
is well established and currently used for Nuclear Physics, as mentioned
already. At lower energies (20 - 30 MeV) y rays can have biomedical
applications. Among these, the measurement of elemental composition of



the human body in vivo, using two main mechanisms by which -y radiation
interacts with matter: nuclear resonance scattering (NRS) and photo-
activation18) .

. The tunability of the photon energy is essential to NRS applica-
... tions, since it will make possible to overlap a particular level in the
nucleus of the element under consideration. In the energy range from 2
to 30 MeV the cross section is usually larger than at lower energies,
below 1 MeV and the background at these energies is lower, making that
range very interesting. Backscattering is one of the few available
sources of photons in the range. In principle, NRS is applicable to -
the study of every element in the body.

Photoactivation has been tried in the past for in vivo measure-
ments of C, N and 0, which after (y,n) reactions become positron emit-
ters. The main advantage of backscattering is the monochromaticity of
photons, which will reduce the radiation delivered below reaction
threshold and hence the dose. Specific applications include the
characterization of fluid accumulation in some part of the body, local
simultaneous measurements of element composition and its variations,
mapping of tissue blood flow expecially in studies of malignant tumors.
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